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POINT-OF- USE WATER DISPENSERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND 

OFFICES

DAPHNE OSMO is a tankless reverse osmosis dispenser with direct 
production of permeate. It can easily be installed under the sink (Daphne 
OSMO Under version) or above any piece of furniture in your kitchen 
(DAPHNE OSMO Top version). Built with the best quality components 
according to D.M.174 /2004, characterized by an extremely compact and 
attractive design combined with superior performance, with reduced noise 
levels and almost zero thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an 
LCD display and a special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, 
which simplifies regular maintenance and service work. Allows for the 
continuous dispensing of still water at room temperature, still chilled and 
chilled sparkling water. TECHNICAL FEATURES - Power supply: 230 V 50 
Hz - Power consumption: 200 W (in operation) - Dry cooling, hydraulic 
WITHOUT forced ventilation - Compressor 1/8 HP - Saturator 2.2 L - 
Sparkling water carbonator 2 L - Pump: Booster pump 900 GPD Super 
High Performance 48V 8bar* - *or 180 W motor and rotary vane pump on 
request

- Working pressure: 8 bar - Inlet water pressure: Min. 2, Max. 5 bar
- Operating temperature 2-35°C - Rejection rate: 95/98%
- Permeate/waste water ratio: 1/1 - Nominal osmotic water production at 
25°C - Mod. with 2 2012 XL membranes 180 GPD 180 or 200 GPD 100 
l/h (+/- 10%) - Mod. with 3 2012 XL membranes of 180 GPD 180 or 200 
GPD 120 l/h (+/- 10%) - Cold water production 20 l/h with T. inlet 22°C 
and outlet 10°C - Permeate/effluent ratio: 1/1 - Pump start delay - TDS 
control BYPASS - External pressure gauge - Electronic temperature 
control
- Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm - Weight: 25 ELECTRONIC 
CONTROL - Electronic function control unit  - Backlit display with soft-
touch adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm - Water leak alarm with 
automatic blocking in case of leakage - Automatic washing of the 
membranes adjustable every 6-8-12 hours at rest

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Osmo Top DAPHNE Osmo Top (Countertop) water dispenser : still 

water/cold water/sparkling water w/direct flow (tankless) 

RO-System

DOTAVK1B200 Daphne Osmo Top Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser with direct flow reverse osmosis system Countertop 
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DAPHNE OSMO is a tankless reverse osmosis dispenser with direct 
production of permeate. It can easily be installed under the sink (Daphne 
OSMO Under version) or above any piece of furniture in your kitchen 
(DAPHNE OSMO Top version). Built with the best quality components 
according to D.M.174 /2004, characterized by an extremely compact and 
attractive design combined with superior performance, with reduced noise 
levels and almost zero thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an 
LCD display and a special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, 
which simplifies regular maintenance and service work. Allows for the 
continuous dispensing of still water at room temperature, still chilled and 
chilled sparkling water. TECHNICAL FEATURES - Power supply: 230 V 50 
Hz - Power consumption: 200 W (in operation) - Dry cooling, hydraulic 
WITHOUT forced ventilation - Compressor 1/8 HP - Saturator 2.2 L - 
Sparkling water carbonator 2 L - Pump: Booster pump 900 GPD Super 
High Performance 48V 8bar* - *or 180 W motor and rotary vane pump on 
request

- Working pressure: 8 bar - Inlet water pressure: Min. 2, Max. 5 bar
- Operating temperature 2-35°C - Rejection rate: 95/98%
- Permeate/waste water ratio: 1/1 - Nominal osmotic water production at 
25°C - Mod. with 2 2012 XL membranes 180 GPD 180 or 200 GPD 100 
l/h (+/- 10%) - Mod. with 3 2012 XL membranes of 180 GPD 180 or 200 
GPD 120 l/h (+/- 10%) - Cold water production 20 l/h with T. inlet 22°C 
and outlet 10°C - Permeate/effluent ratio: 1/1 - Pump start delay - TDS 
control BYPASS - External pressure gauge - Electronic temperature 
control
- Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm - Weight: 25 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL - Electronic function control unit  - Backlit 
display with soft-touch adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm - Water 
leak alarm with automatic blocking in case of leakage - Automatic 
washing of the membranes adjustable every 6-8-12 hours at rest

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Osmo Under DAPHNE Osmo Under (Undercounter) water dispenser : 

still water/cold water/sparkling water w/direct flow 

(tankless) RO-System

DOUAVK1B200 Daphne Osmo Under Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser with direct flow reverse osmosis system 
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DAPHNE MICRO is a water cooling dispenser with pre-filtration.
It can be easily installed under the sink (DAPHNE Micro Under version) or 
above any piece of furniture in your kitchen (DAPHNE MICRO Top version). 
Built with the best quality components according to D.M.174 /2004, 
characterized by an extremely compact and attractive design combined 
with superior performance, with reduced noise levels and almost zero 
thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an LCD display and a 
special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, which simplifies 
regular maintenance and service work. Allows continuous dispensing of 
room temperature and chilled still water as well as chilled sparkling water. 
All connections are at the back: water pipe inlet, CO2 cylinder inlet, natural 
cold water outlets, sparkling cold water and natural room temperature water 
outlets.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - Dry cooling, hydraulic WITHOUT forced 
ventilation - 1/8 Hp compressor - 2.2 l saturator - 2 l sparkling water 
carbonator - Pump: Booster 900 GPD Super High Performance 48V 8bar*
- *or 180 W motor and vane pump on request - Nominal water production 
at 25°C and pressure 3.5 bar: approx 2 l/h - Production of cold water 20 
l/h with T. inlet 22° C and outlet 10° C - External pressure gauge - 
Electronic temperature control - Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm
- Weight: 23 kg ELECTRONIC CONTROL - Electronic function control unit
- Backlit display with soft-touch adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm - 
Water leak alarm with automatic blocking in case of leakage

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Micro Top DAPHNE Micro Top (Countertop) water dispenser : still 

water/cold water/sparkling wate without pre-filtration

DMTAVK1B200 Daphne Micro Top Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser w/microfiltration Countertop version

DAPHNE MICRO is a water cooling dispenser with pre-filtration.
It can be easily installed under the sink (DAPHNE Micro Under version) or 
above any piece of furniture in your kitchen (DAPHNE MICRO Top version). 
Built with the best quality components according to D.M.174 /2004, 
characterized by an extremely compact and attractive design combined 
with superior performance, with reduced noise levels and almost zero 
thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an LCD display and a 
special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, which simplifies 
regular maintenance and service work. Allows continuous dispensing of 
room temperature and chilled still water as well as chilled sparkling water.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - Dry cooling, hydraulic WITHOUT forced 
ventilation - 1/8 Hp compressor - 2.2 l saturator - 2 l sparkling water 
carbonator - Pump: Booster 900 GPD Super High Performance 48V 8bar*
- *or 180 W motor and vane pump on request - Nominal water production 
at 25°C and pressure 3.5 bar: approx 2 l/h - Production of cold water 20 
l/h with T. inlet 22° C and outlet 10° C - External pressure gauge - 
Electronic temperature control - Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm
- Weight: 23 kg ELECTRONIC CONTROL - Electronic function control 
unit - Backlit display with soft-touch adjustment buttons - Filter change 
alarm - Water leak alarm with automatic blocking in case of leakage

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Micro Under DAPHNE Micro Under (Undercounter) water dispenser : 

still water/cold water/sparkling water with and without 

pre-filtration

DMUAVK1B200 Daphne Micro Under Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser w/microfiltration Undercounter version
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DAPHNE is a water cooling dispenser that can be easily installed under the 
sink (DAPHNE Under version) or above any piece of furniture in your 
kitchen (DAPHNE Top version). Built with the best quality components 
according to D.M.174 /2004, characterized by an extremely compact and 
attractive design combined with superior performance, with reduced noise 
levels and almost zero thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an 
LCD display and a special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, 
which simplifies regular maintenance and service work. Allows continuous 
dispensing of room temperature and chilled still water as well as chilled 
sparkling water.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - Dry cooling, hydraulic WITHOUT forced 
ventilation - 1/8 Hp compressor - 2.2 l saturator - 2 l sparkling water 
carbonator - Pump: Booster 900 GPD Super High Performance 48V 8bar*
- *or 180 W motor and vane pump on request - Nominal water production 
at 25°C and pressure 3.5 bar: approx. 2 l/h - Production of cold water 20 
l/h with T. inlet 22° C and outlet 10° C - External pressure gauge - 
Electronic temperature control - Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm
- Weight: 23 kg   ELECTRONIC CONTROL
- Electronic function control unit - Backlit display with soft-touch 
adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm - Water leak alarm with 
automatic blocking in case of leakage

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Plain Top DAPHNE Top (Countertop) water dispenser : still 

water/cold water/sparkling water with and without pre-

filtration

DVTAVK1B200 Daphne Plain Top Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser without pre-filtration Countertop version

DAPHNE is a water cooling dispenser that can be easily installed under the 
sink (DAPHNE Under version) or above any piece of furniture in your 
kitchen (DAPHNE Top version). Built with the best quality components 
according to D.M.174 /2004, characterized by an extremely compact and 
attractive design combined with superior performance, with reduced noise 
levels and almost zero thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an 
LCD display and a special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, 
which simplifies regular maintenance and service work. Allows continuous 
dispensing of room temperature and chilled still water as well as chilled 
sparkling water.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - Dry cooling, hydraulic WITHOUT forced 
ventilation - 1/8 Hp compressor - 2.2 l saturator - 2 l sparkling water 
carbonator - Pump: Booster 900 GPD Super High Performance 48V 8bar*
- *or 180 W motor and vane pump on request - Nominal water production 
at 25°C and pressure 3.5 bar:approx. 2 l/h - Production of cold water 20 
l/h with T. inlet 22° C and outlet 10° C - External pressure gauge - 
Electronic temperature control - Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm
- Weight: 23 kg ELECTRONIC CONTROL
- Electronic function control unit  - Backlit display with soft-touch 
adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm
- Water leak alarm with automatic blocking in case of leakage

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Plain Under DAPHNE Under (Undercounter) water dispenser : still 

water/cold water/sparkling water without pre-filtration

DVUAVK1B200 Daphne Plain Under Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser without pre-filtration Undercounter version
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DAPHNE is a water cooling dispenser that can be easily installed under the 
sink (DAPHNE Under version) or above any piece of furniture in your 
kitchen (DAPHNE Top version). Built with the best quality components 
according to D.M.174 /2004, characterized by an extremely compact and 
attractive design combined with superior performance, with reduced noise 
levels and almost zero thermal fluctuations. The system is equipped with an 
LCD display and a special cover for quick access to the filter compartment, 
which simplifies regular maintenance and service work. Allows continuous 
dispensing of room temperature and chilled still water as well as chilled 
sparkling water.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - Dry cooling, hydraulic WITHOUT forced 
ventilation - 1/8 Hp compressor - 2.2 l saturator - 2 l sparkling water 
carbonator - Pump: Booster 900 GPD Super High Performance 48V 8bar*
- *or 180 W motor and vane pump on request - Nominal water production 
at 25°C and pressure 3.5 bar:approx. 2 l/h - Production of cold water 20 
l/h with T. inlet 22° C and outlet 10° C - External pressure gauge - 
Electronic temperature control - Dimensions: H 39 x W 18.7 x D 49 cm
- Weight: 23 kg ELECTRONIC CONTROL
- Electronic function control unit  - Backlit display with soft-touch 
adjustment buttons - Filter change alarm
- Water leak alarm with automatic blocking in case of leakage

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE Plain Under - 

Version MINI

DAPHNE MINI Under (Undercounter-reduced version) 

water dispenser : still water/cold water/sparkling water 

without pre-filtration

DPUAVK1B00M Daphne Plain Under (Mini) Undercounter  Ambient/cold/sparkling water dispenser without pre-filters

Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE - Accessories DAPHNE - Accessories for dispensers DAPHNE Series

DZA DAPHNE - various accessories - prices on request

DZACOLBL Support cabinet for water dispenser Daphne Top  (Osmo, Micro, Plain)
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Item-Nr: Description:

DAPHNE - Spare parts DAPHNE -Spare parts for dispensers DAPHNE Series

DZR DAPHNE - Spare parts - prices on request

Cooling system: hermetic ice bench Water flow at ambient temperature V
Cold water flow rate 15 l / h
Sparkling water flow 25 l / h
Booster pump (made in Italy) 120 l / h
Hermetic bench 3 l - Carbonator 2,5 l
Absorption 77 W Refrigeration Power 155 W
Operating pressure 3 bar
Power supply 230V - 50Hz - Compressor 1/12 HP
R134a gas 78 g.
Noise <65 db.

Dimensions (mm) 170 x 320 x h430
Weight 16,0 kg - Materials: Side panels Stainless steel ABS front panel
Special voltages on request
Customized equipment on request

Item-Nr: Description:

Kyra TOP Ice Hermetic Water dispenser "Kyra Top Ice Hermetic" countertop 

plain,cold,soda- hermetic ice block

KY3TOH025ICEB Kyra Top Ice Hermetic Countertop Water dispenser (Black)- cool plain / cold sparkling / room temperatureplain- 

KY3TOH025ICEW Kyra Top Ice Hermetic Countertop Water dispenser (White)- cool plain / cold sparkling / room temperatureplain- 
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Cooling system: hermetic ice bench Water flow at ambient temperature V
Cold water flow rate 15 l / h
Sparkling water flow 25 l / h
Booster pump (made in Italy) 120 l / h
Hermetic bench 3 l - Carbonator 2,5 l
Absorption 77 W Refrigeration Power 155 W
Operating pressure 3 bar
Power supply 230V - 50Hz - Compressor 1/12 HP
R134a gas 78 g.
Noise <65 db.

Dimensions (mm) 170 x 320 x h430
Weight 16,0 kg - Materials: Side panels Stainless steel ABS front panel
Special voltages on request
Customized equipment on request

Item-Nr: Description:

Kyra UNDER Ice Hermetic Water dispenser "Kyra Under Ice Hermetic" 

undercounter-plain,cold,soda-hermetic ice block

KY3UNH025ICE Kyra Under ICE Hermetic Undercounter Water dispenser - cool plain / cold sparkling / room temperatureplain- 
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PROFESSIONAL POINT-OF-USE WATER DISPENSERS FOR BARS 

AND RESTAURANTS

Item-Nr: Description:

GLACIER 60 Professional water dispenser Soda "GLACIER 60"  60 l/h 

cold,plain room, sparkling water

GL3TAFRU060ICE Clacier 60 Professional countertop water dispenser 60 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / cold sparkling / room 

GL3UAFRU060ICE Clacier 60 Professional cundercounter water dispenser for mechanical tap 60 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / 

Item-Nr: Description:

GLACIER 90 Professional water dispenser Soda "GLACIER 90"  90 l/h 

cold,plain room, sparkling water

GL3TAFRU090ICE Clacier 90 Professional countertop water dispenser 90 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / cold sparkling / room 

GL3UAFRU090ICE Clacier 90 Professional cundercounter water dispenser for mechanical tap 90 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / 
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Item-Nr: Description:

GLACIER 120 Professional water dispenser Soda "GLACIER 120"  120 

l/h cold,plain room, sparkling water

GL3TAFRU120ICE Clacier 120 Professional countertop water dispenser 120 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / cold sparkling / room 

GL3UAFRU120ICE Clacier 120 Professional cundercounter water dispenser for mechanical tap 120 l/h - w/water faucets, cool plain / 
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CO2 CYLINDERS

Item-Nr: Description:

CO2-C Co2 Cylinders for Soda carbonation system

BOCO2N20 co2 Cylinder 2 Kg (new) w/ Tulip style handle

BOCO2N40 co2 Cylinder 4 Kg (new) w/ Tulip style handle
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PRESSURE REDUCER FOR CO2 CYLINDERS

Mod. EG02 for rechargeable CO2 Cylinders 
Technical Specifications Material: Aluminum Alloy HR 
Treatment: Anodized (Anthracite) 
Inlet pressure: 10 to 160 bar 
Outlet pressure: 0-5.5 bar [adjustable] 
Gauges: DN 40 low pressure [0-10 bar]]

Safety: Overpressure 
Attack cylinder: Extension Adapter EU 21.8X1/14 "for refillable 
Output: 1/8 female 
Flow rate: 15 l / min 
Size: 74X 84 ∅ 38 mm 
Weight: 195 g

Item-Nr: Description:

CO2-PRESSURE 

REDUCER EG02

Pressure reducer EG02 for Co2 Cylinders

GRRIC2EADA Extension adapter M11x1 → W21.8x1/14 "CO2 cylinders

RIDCO2DRS1MST Pressure reducer for CO2 Cylinders "DRS" 6 BAR with 1 gauge

RIDCO2DRS2MST Pressure reducer for CO2 Cylinders "DRS" 6 BAR with 2 gauges LP/HP EU21.8X1/14" AL/GREY
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WATER DISPENSERS

Water dispenser with streamlined shape, three buttons for dispensing hot, 
cold and room temperature water. Featuring special safety lock particularly 
suitable for children. Functions : Hot water - Cold Water - Room 
temperature Water  - Power supply AC220V-AC240 V  50-60 Hz  
Dimensions : 104x33,5x36,5 cm                   Package dimensions: 
108x37,6x40,5cm Net weight: 20,5 Kg  Gross weight : 22,5 Kg

Hot water features - Tanks volume : 0,5/1,5 L Power consumption: 
1150W/500W Capacity: 85°C -95°C  8 l/h Heating system: Bottom 
heating, band heating ,Immersion heating Cold water features - 
Refrigerant : R134a Tanks volume: 3,3L Consumption : 85W  Capacity: 
5°C-10°C 2 l/h

Item-Nr: Description:

WAC MOD."ELECTRA" Water dispensers"ELECTRA" Series hot/cold/ambience  

POU

WCACH01BW Glass holder for water cooler ELECTRA Series

WCAEL01FCPOU Water cooler Mod Alcyone (Hot/cold water) Point Of Use for purified water w/clips for filtration system assembly 

Water dispenser with streamlined shape, three buttons for dispensing hot, 
cold and room temperature water. Featuring special safety lock particularly 
suitable for children. Functions : Hot water - Cold Water - Room 
temperature Water  - Power supply AC220V-AC240 V  50-60 Hz  
Dimensions : 110x34x36cm   Package dimensions: 116x40x42cm  Net 
weight: 20,5 Kg  Gross weight : 22,5 Kg

Large lead disèlay screen Separate holding tank Ambient 5 L Hot 1,8 L 
Cold 1,8 L Cooling by compressor

Item-Nr: Description:

WAC MOD."SPHERA" Water dispensers"SPHERA" Series hot/cold/ambience  

POU

WCASP01FCPOU Water cooler Mod Sphera- (Hot/cold water) Point Of Use for purified water w/clips for filtration system assembly 

WCASP01FCUF Water cooler Mod Sphera- (Hot/cold water) Point Of Use for purified water with ultrafiltration system
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